Simien Mountains National Park

Limalimo Lodge
Limalimo Lodge is Ethiopia's finest lodge, nestled in the mountains of the Simiens range, but just outside the park. With ready access to the centre of the park as far as Chekem campsite, Limalimo Lodge means you can explore the Simiens in comfort. It also makes for a great closing night after a few days trekking and camping through the park.

Simien Lodge
Situated inside the in the park, Simien Lodge is Africa's highest lodge and the perfect trekking base in the Simiens. With extraordinary views for miles around, and curious Gelada Monkeys on your front porch, Simien Lodge is a great place to start your journey into the Simien Mountains. It's less ‘luxurious’ than Limalimo, but much better placed for trekking.

Innot Gogo
Trapping out at 3,926m, Innot Gogo is one of the most spectacular viewpoints in the Simiens range.

Mount Bwahit
Mount Bwahit is Ethiopia's third highest peak, rising to over 4,600m offering views over to Ras Dashen in the East. Mount Bwahit offers the final stage of a 3-night campsite trek through the Simiens. A short hike from the final campsite, Chekem, it's an astonishing viewpoint. The road through the Simiens means Innot Gogo isn't exclusive to those willing to camp.

Ras Dashen
Sitting at a staggering 4,550m across a valley from Mount Bwahit, Ras Dashen is Ethiopia's highest peak.

Community Trekking
Just south of the main trail sits a cluster of community gunthouses offering stunning treks and hospitality. One of four community trekking destinations in Ethiopia, the lower visited Taga Maru, Tumhola, and Khalif Adda gunthouses are set in the wonderful Jimma region of the Simiens. Well worth a visit on more comprehensive Simien trek.